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a b s t r a c t 

The ability to predict the maintenance needs of machines 

is generating increasing interest in a wide range of indus- 

tries as it contributes to diminishing machine downtime 

and costs while increasing efficiency when compared to 

traditional maintenance approaches. Predictive maintenance 

(PdM) methods, based on state-of-the-art Internet of Things 

(IoT) systems and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, are 

heavily dependent on data to create analytical models capa- 

ble of identifying certain patterns which can represent a mal- 

function or deterioration in the monitored machines. There- 

fore, a realistic and representative dataset is paramount for 

creating, training, and validating PdM techniques. This pa- 

per introduces a new dataset, which integrates real-world 

data from home appliances, such as refrigerators and wash- 

ing machines, suitable for the development and testing of 

PdM algorithms. The data was collected on various home ap- 

pliances at a repair center and included readings of elec- 

trical current and vibration at low (1 Hz) and high (2048 

Hz) sampling frequencies. The dataset samples are filtered 

and tagged with both normal and malfunction types. An ex- 

tracted features dataset, corresponding to the collected work- 

ing cycles is also made available. This dataset could bene- 
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fit research and development of AI systems for home ap- 

pliances’ predictive maintenance tasks and outlier detection 

analysis. The dataset can also be repurposed for smart-grid 

or smart-home applications, predicting the consumption pat- 

terns of such home appliances. 

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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pecifications Table 

Subject Artificial Intelligence 

Specific subject area Predictive Maintenance of home appliances with machine learning and deep 

learning techniques 

Type of data Table 

How the data were acquired Raw data was collected from washing machines and fridges in a repair center 

located in Lisbon, Portugal by a specially developed MQTT sensor connected to 

these appliances. The sensor acquires timestamped power and vibration 

readings, at both low (1 Hz) and high sampling frequencies (2048 Hz). As 

generally most of the appliances’ timespan is spent in standby, the middleware 

only activates and stores high sampling frequency readings when triggered by 

the analysis of the slow data (i.e., fast stream is activated as soon as an 

appliance working cycle is started). The filtered dataset, as well as the 

extracted features, were obtained through a special big data system introduced 

at [1] . 

Data format Raw 

Analyzed 

Filtered 

Description of data collection The dataset contains 110 cycles of washing machines and 1111 cycles of 

refrigerators at a low sampling frequency (1 Hz). This dataset contains the 

active power and apparent power, among others. For the same cycles it also 

contains at an high sampling frequency (2048 Hz), the readings of vibration 

and current. 

The working cycles collected at the repair center encompass both malfunction 

situations and normal situations. The data was collected between the end of 

2021 and the beginning of 2022, processed, and filtered. Files with the 

extracted features are also included. 

Data source location Institution: School of Engineering of the Polytechnical Institute of Porto 

City/Region: Porto, Portugal 

Country: Portugal 

Data accessibility Repository name: Zenodo 

Data identification number: DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7245198 

Direct URL to data: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7245198 [2] 

Related research 

article 

Peer Reviewed related research article: P. Chaves et al., “An IoT Cloud and Big 

Data Architecture for the Maintenance of Home Appliances,” IECON 2022 –

48th Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, 2022, pp. 

1-6, doi: 10.1109/IECON4 9645.2022.996 8580 [1] 

alue of the Data 

• The dataset is useful as it provides pre-filtered and annotated real-world data of both mal-

functioning and normal working home appliances, such as washing machines and fridges,

taken at a home appliances repair center. 

• The dataset could benefit the work of researchers, data scientists, and companies studying

predictive maintenance techniques for home appliances. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7245198
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7245198
https://doi.org/10.1109/IECON49645.2022.9968580
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• The dataset contains a large set of extracted features for each cycle, making it very useful

for the easy application of supervised and unsupervised classification and regression mod-

els by machine learning and deep learning algorithms, predicting the types of failures or

when they are likely to happen. The algorithms can be applied to remotely identify com-

ponent failures, proactively streamlining the technicians’ repairs. 

• Researchers can reuse the dataset, adding it to other collected data in the area, and ul-

timately creating a more complete and extensive dataset on home appliances data. The

data can also be used for researchers to validate or compare the results against their own.

• Besides predictive maintenance, home appliance power consumption readings can be re-

purposed for smart grid or smart-home applications. For example, the dataset can be ap-

plied to train algorithms that predict the consumption patterns of such home appliances,

which can be applied to energy flexibility scheduling, such as the work developed in [3] . 

1. Objective 

The generation of this dataset came from the necessity of researchers inserted at the Euro-

pean project Smart-PDM [4] to detect, analyze and predict maintenance necessities of everyday

use home appliances in domestic households. The aim of the project was not only to cut the

downtime of the appliances by early detecting malfunctions but also to reduce maintenance

difficulties and costs by helping technicians in identifying the specific malfunction. Due to the

scarcity of detailed data in this area, the team set out to build, program, and test a big data col-

lection and filtering infrastructure presented in the peer reviewed article [1] , which enabled the

collection of this dataset. This data article adds value to the mentioned publication as it proves

its usability and shows the results of the use of such a platform in real-world scenarios. This pa-

per also makes data collected available for further exploration, providing research opportunities

and future work in this area. 

2. Data Description 

The dataset presented in this paper comprises raw and filtered data collected from washing

machines and fridges at an appliance repair center between the end of 2021 and the beginning

of 2022. Data was collected using a sensor capable of measuring active power, reactive power,

apparent power, frequency, power factor, voltage, and current at 1 Hz (slow streams) and vibra-

tion and current at 2048 Hz (fast streams). The data was pre-filtered, meaning that from all the

collected raw data, only cycles with a known status transmitted by the repair center technicians,

are present in the dataset. As such, the dataset encompasses annotated normal and malfunction-

ing working cycles. The dataset is separated into three folders: (1) a folder for code scripts, (2)

a folder for washing machine data samples, and (3) a folder for fridge samples. 

2.1. Code Folder 

The folder /code contains code scripts used to work with the data. Inside this folder, there

are three files used during the dataset creation and analysis. filter_cycles_script.py - Script used

for identifying the beginning and ending times of home appliances’ working cycles. It searches

the raw slow stream Active Power measurements and finds whether the appliance is running

or not. In the end, this script returns a list with the begin and end times of each cycle. ex-

ctract_features.py - Script used for extracting features from time series data measured from

home appliances. pca.py - Script used for doing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the

features of the datasets. A PCA is a statistical technique for analyzing datasets containing large

numbers of features per observation. It increases the interpretability of data by enabling its mul-

tidimensional visualization while preserving the maximum amount of information [5] . 
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Table 1 

Data structure at the slow.csv files. 

Column Names Description 

timestamp When the data was measured (UNIX Timestamp) 

ActE The measurement of the active energy counter 

ActP The measurement of the active power 

RctP The measurement of the reactive power 

AppP The measurement of the apparent power 

Fr The measurement of the frequency 

PF The measurement of the power factor 

V The measurement of the voltage 

A The measurement of the current 

Table 2 

Data structure at the fast.csv files. 

Column Names Description 

timestamp When the data was measured (UNIX Timestamp). 

Current The measurement of the current power 

Vibration The measurement of the vibration 
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.1.1. Washing Machines Folder 

Inside the /washing_machines folder there are the filtered data, metadata, and extracted fea-

ures of the samples collected from real-world washing machines. The folder structure is as fol-

ows: 

/beginX_endX 
slow.csv 
fast.csv 

/beginY_endY 
slow.csv 
fast.csv 

... 
washing_machine_metadata.csv 
WM_ExtractedFeatures.csv 

First, each cycle data is divided into a subfolder. Each subfolder is named according to the

ollowing nomenclature: begin_end. The begin and end are the unique identifiers of the cycle

nd match the washing machine cycle start and end dates and time in a human-readable format.

nside these subfolders, there are two Comma-Separated Values (CSV) files. The slow stream

files with the name slow) are measurements at one sample per second of the active power,

eactive power, apparent power, frequency, power factor, voltage, and current of the appliance.

ata inside slow.csv files follow the structure presented in Table 1 . 

The fast streams (files with the name fast) are sampled at 2048 Hz, but now only for Current

nd Vibration. Fast.csv files follow the structure presented in Table 2 . 

Second, the washing_machine_metadata.csv file labels each washing machine cycle. The file

ormat follows the following structure. 

Third, the WM_ExtractedFeatures.csv file contains extracted features for each working cycle

n the folder. The process and code used to extract features are in the /code folder previously

ntroduced. With such code, more and different features can be extracted. Note that this file

ontains features extracted for both slow Active Power and fast current and vibration stream

ata. 
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Table 3 

Metadata file structure. 

Column Names Description 

begin_end Washing machine working cycle start and end date and time in a human-readable format. 

Matches the name of the corresponding cycle subfolder 

timestamp_begin When the washing machine working cycle begins (UNIX Timestamp). 

timestamp_end When the washing machine working cycle ends (UNIX Timestamp). 

brand The brand of the machine. 

model The model of the machine 

program The washing cycle program 

temperature The temperature used during the cycle 

spin The chosen centrifuge spin of the washing cycle 

load The weight of the clothes loaded into the machine 

failure If the machine is working properly or if it had any known failure. Also known as the target 

variable. This variable can take the values: 

• Normal 

• Heating 

• Bearings 

• Motor and supports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.2. Refrigerators Folder 

Similar to the washing machines folder, the refrigerators folder contains the filtered data,

metadata, and extracted features of real-world refrigerators. The folder structure is as follows: 

/beginX_endX 
slow.csv 
fast.csv 
24h.csv 

/beginY_endY 
slow.csv 
fast.csv 
24h.csv 

... 
fridge_metadata.csv 
F_ExtractedFeatures.csv 

Once again, each subfolder corresponds to a cycle and is named according to the nomencla-

ture: begin_end. The begin and end are the unique identifiers of the cycle and match the fridge

cycle start and end dates and daytime in a human-readable format. Inside these subfolders, there

are three CSV files. As in the washing machines, these are the slow streams (slow.csv) and the

fast streams (fast.csv) which follow the structure in Tables 1 and 2 . However, refrigerators have

a third file, the 24h.csv. This file contains the slow stream of the last 24 hours of the refrigerator.

Our team decided to include this file for the refrigerators and not for washing machines, due to

the continuous operation of refrigerators across the day, which differs from the more sporadic

utilization nature of washing machines. Data inside 24h.csv files follow the same structure as

the slow.csv files, presented in Table 1 . 

The fridge_metadata.csv file labels each cycle inside the folder. The file format follows the

following structure for refrigerators. 

Similar to washing machines ( Table 4 ), the ExtractedFeatures.csv file contains, at each line,

the extracted features for each recorded cycle, as shown previously in Table 4 . However, in

fridges, the same array of features was also extracted for the 24h.csv files and added to each

cycle array of features (each line of the F_ExtractedFeatures.csv file). 
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Table 4 

ExtractedFeatures file structure and description. 

Data From which features are 

extracted Feature name Feature description 

Slow Stream Active Power 

(Prefix ActP), Fast Stream 

Current (Prefix Current), Fast 

Stream Vibration (Prefix 

Vibration) 

variance_larger_than_standard_ 

deviation 

A boolean value is equal to 1 if the 

variance of the time series is greater than 

its standard deviation. A value equal to 0 

otherwise 

sum_values Sum of all the time series values 

mean_abs_change Average of the absolute differences 

between subsequent time series values 

mean_change Average of subsequent time series value 

differences 

Median The median of the time series 

Mean The mean of the time series 

Length The length of the time series 

standard_deviation The standard deviation of the time series 

variation_coefficient The ratio of the standard deviation to the 

mean of the time series 

Variance The variance of the time series 

Skewness The skewness of the time series (calculated 

with the adjusted Fisher-Pearson 

standardized moment coefficient G1). 

Kurtosis The kurtosis of the time series (calculated 

with the adjusted Fisher-Pearson 

standardized moment coefficient G2). 

root_mean_square The root mean square of the time series. 

count_above_mean The number of values in the time series 

that are higher than the mean of the time 

series 

count_below_mean The number of values in the time series 

that is lower than the mean of the time 

series 

maximum The highest value of the time series 

absolute_maximum The highest absolute value of the time 

series 

minimum The first location of the minimal value of 

the time series 

number_peaks__n_5 The number of peaks of at least support 5 

in the time series 

fft_aggregated__aggtype_""centroid""" The spectral centroid (mean), variance, 

skew, and kurtosis of the absolute Fourier 

transform spectrum 

fft_aggregated__aggtype_""variance""" 

fft_aggregated__aggtype_""skew""" 

fft_aggregated__aggtype_""kurtosis""" 

fourier_entropy__bins_5 

fourier_entropy__bins_10 

The binned entropy of the power spectral 

density of the time series (using the welch 

method). 

3

3
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a  
. Experimental Design, Materials, and Methods 

.1. Data Collection, Filtering, and Feature Extraction Overview 

The data collection system was prepared to gather data from home appliances in households

sing a new sensor developed by a consortium partner, which communicated over an MQTT

nterface [1] . The system collects timestamped active power, reactive power, apparent power,

requency, power factor, voltage, and current measurements at slow sampling frequencies (1 Hz),

nd current and vibration at high sampling frequencies (2048 Hz). The dataset was then built by
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Table 5 

Refrigerator metadata file structure. 

Column Names Description 

begin_end Refrigerator working cycle start and end date and time in a human-readable format. Matches 

the name of the corresponding cycle subfolder 

timestamp_begin When the washing machine working cycle begins (UNIX Timestamp). 

timestamp_end When the washing machine working cycle ends (UNIX Timestamp). 

brand The brand of the machine. 

model The model of the machine 

failure If the machine is working properly or if it had any known failure. Also known as the target 

variable. This variable can take the values: 

• Normal 

• Malfunction 

Fig. 1. Data collection phases overview. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

channeling the data through three key steps in the data processing: (1) Data Cleaning, (2) Data

Filtering, and (3) Feature Extraction. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the data collection system and

its respective modules. 

After collection, the data was cleaned in the Data Cleaning module. In this module, filters to

remove noise and outliers were applied. Other operations included sorting the data according to

its timestamp and removing duplicate readings. This module is also used to detect holes in the

data, which are usually due to a temporary lack of connection with the sensors. 

Second, at the data filtering step, as generally most of the appliances’ timespan is spent on

standby, the data is filtered, selecting only the time corresponding to working cycles. Then this

information was matched with the archives from the repair center. This guarantees that the cy-

cles in the dataset are always tagged with normal or specified malfunctions, which is crucial

for the application of machine learning techniques. Filtered data at the subfolders of both wash-

ing machines and fridges, is under these circumstances, as seen before. The Python script that

identifies cycles in the slow stream data can be found in the /code folder, under the name fil-

ter_cycles_script.py . 

Third, to ease the use of the dataset in machine learning and deep learning applications,

both a ready-to-use features file and the code to generate them are provided. As seen before,

extracted features can range from very simple ones, such as the maximum, average, and mini-

mum current and vibration to more complex ones, like Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), Skewness,

and Kurtosis. 

The Python script that extracts features from the dataset data files can be found in the /code

folder, under the name extract_features.py . This code is based on the feature extraction frame-

work presented in [6] . 

Next, the features can be concatenated, grouping the features extracted for the current slow

stream with the ones extracted for the current and vibration fast streams into a single feature

array that translates the appliance cycle, the ExtractedFeatures.csv file for both washing machines

and fridges. In the case of the fridges, and as seen before, also the features extracted from the

last 24h of current data are aggregated in the final features.csv file. Note that on this dataset no
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Fig. 2. Feature Extraction for washing machines (left) and refrigerators (right). Modified from [1] . 
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eature selection phase was executed, allowing for a broader range of its study and utilization

n other works. Fig. 2 overviews the feature extraction process applied to create this dataset. 

Finally, features can be used to train machine learning classification models that classify if

he device needs maintenance and what type of failure is happening. Outlier detection or time

eries forecasting can also be applied to the data. 

.2. Classification 

The presented dataset can be used for a variety of Machine Learning and Deep Learning clas-

ification tasks. From foreseeing if a washing machine or fridge is working correctly or not, in a

inary classification problem, predicting what specific type of failure will occur, what brand, or

hat type of washing program is occurring on a given washing machine, in a multiclass classi-

cation problem. 

For example, a predictive model capable of correctly identifying what type of failure a wash-

ng machine is experiencing, at the consumer dwelling, allows for the technicians to be better

repared, taking with them replacing parts when going to carry out the repair. This strategy

an optimize maintenance and reduce costs, as technicians do not have to take the first visit to

iagnose the problem and further trips to repair the appliance. 

Moreover, by developing models capable of estimating the occurrence of a failure at home

ppliances before it arises, certain predictive maintenance plans can be put in place. This en-

bles, for example, the diminishing of further damages, keeping energy efficiency levels, and

ltimately the reduction of costs for all parties involved. 

In [1] , machine learning algorithms were trained with the washing machine data collected

or this dataset. Some machines were under normal operation conditions, while others have

alfunctions, such as heating and bearing problems. Fig. 3 shows the feature importance, using

 random forest algorithm, for this classification problem. 
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Fig. 3. The most important features for the detection of home appliances malfunctions, obtained from the use of a 

random forest classifier in the introduced dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Outlier Detection 

Outlier Detection is a technique used to identify occurrences that are outside of normal and

expected behaviors. With applications in cyber-security intrusion detection and fraud detection,

outlier detection can also play an important role in PdM systems. Most of the time collect-

ing and identifying data from malfunctioning equipment is hard, given the sporadic nature and

infrequent occurrence of such events. This technique serves, when applied to maintenance, as

a first analysis to denote something needing attention, or out of normal operation, which can
Fig. 4. 2-Dimensional PCA of fridges features dataset. 
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ater be classified and fed for training in a classification model. The data collected for refriger-

tors in the present dataset, is unbalanced, with only a little percentage of samples being from

he malfunction class. As such, this data suits the application of outlier detection techniques. For

isualization, a PCA was applied, reducing the multi-dimensional data of the features dataset

nto 2-dimensional data which can be plotted in a 2D plot. Fig. 4 shows this plot, where green

epresents cycles of refrigerators under normal operation, and red the malfunction cycles. The

ython script that performs a PCA analysis of the features dataset can be found in the /code

older, under the name pca.py . 
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